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Introduction
• Vision = preferred image of the future
(here with some less preferred/ critical factors)
• Vision guides the strategy and action plan (roadmap)
• Vision as tool for research communication
• Reviewers’ feedback -> to be used for transformative leadership
• Expands the existing official neo-carbon vision (vision statements),
open to comments

Vision – strategy – action plan – roadmap

“No wind is favourable to the one
who does not know the port where
he/she is heading for"
Seneca 4 BC - 65 AD
Action without a vision is purposeless.
Vision without a strategy or action is useless (or utopia).
”Finland as a country of low emissions”

”Finland as a country of Neo-Carbon Energy System”

Socio-cultural expansion to
techno-economic vision
• Societal and cultural dimensions are often left out from energy
considerations and visions.
• Energy provides a basis for everything that happens in society –
when energy systems change, so do societies.
• A desirable vision aids in ”propagating” the new energy system –
cost-efficiency calculations are necessary, but not enough.
• The vision distills the core logic and common elements of the FFRC
Neo-Carbon scenarios and thus provides a visionary ”metascenario”

The Core of Vision
In 2050 energy is almost entirely renewable.
It is cheap, often free, and the humanity has
much more energy at its disposal than before.
Energy is harvested from everywhere.
In addition to solar and wind parks, clothing,
devices, vehicles, building envelopes and other
infrastructure gather energy in its many forms
from the environment.

Ubiquitous Electricity
• Most of society is powered by electricity, enabled by
the smart grid and batteries.
• Transportation is arranged as a service with robotic
electric cars. Those sectors, such as aviation and
freight transport, which have not been able to be
electrified, use synthetic fuels.
• Chemicals, plastics, fertilizers, and even food is
produced from synthetic hydrocarbons. All materials
are recycled, and almost no waste is produced.

Transition to Ample Energy
• Owing to the energy system, the amount of available
energy has increased significantly.
• As in previous energy transitions, such as the transition
from steam engines to electricity, the increase in
surplus energy has led to broad social, cultural and
economic changes.

Renewed society
• The core question regarding societal energy futures:
how will the new surplus energy be used?
• This vision provides one answer.

Renewed society
• Almost all industrial production is robotised and automated.
• Artificial intelligences and big data are ubiquitous and
sophisticated. They are applied to manufacturing, but also to aid in
immaterial and creative production and to manage infrastructure.
• The new wealth is distributed through universal basic income, and
the costs of living have plummeted.
• -> Decent standards of living are more or less guaranteed for all.

Renewed society
• The decrease in the costs of living and production has increased
the autonomy of citizens. Citizens are better able to self-organise.
They often prefer living and working in communities of like-minded
individuals.
• Low-cost energy, cheap and renewable raw materials, artificial
intelligences, and digital manufacturing devices such as
sophisticated 3D-printing have emancipated ordinary citizens to
become serious producers.
• Many have established their own “cottage industry”, or work as
freelancers.

Changing Values
• The concept of ownership has loosened, and sharing economy
abounds, further enhancing the use of resources.
• People often work only half-time as paid labour. The rest of the time
they use for their own and community projects, often producing
use-value for the rest of society as well.
• The more useful products and services communities provide for
others, the more the prestige of these communities increases –
monetary wealth is partly replaced by “reputation wealth”.

Complexity
• Despite the high living standards and material abundance, the
world is not a utopia. The increase in the energy supply has caused
an increase in general complexity in society.
• Similar to energy, social power is evenly distributed. This means
that compared to previous times, many more actors are equipped
to have a say in how society should be organised and what should
be valued and pursued.
• This has made decision-making and power relations
rather messy. The world often feels chaotic and unpredictable

Complexity
• The world is divided into multitudes of different niche communities,
each with their own value systems and conceptions.
• Some underground groups disturb and terrorise others with cyberattacks, often aimed at energy systems and the internet of things.
• Although tensions between nations have eased due to global
prosperity, the world has been roughly divided into liberal, globally
oriented “Western” cultures and authoritarian, nationalistic
“Eastern” cultures.

Conclusion
• Vision as tool for research communication
• Ongoing work – open to comments -> culminating into final
publication
• To be tested in Futures Clinique V on
“Surprising Energy Futures – testing resilience of renewable
energy future with black swans” 17th May at Sitra

Thank You!
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